
Character Reference Letter for Student Scholarship

From,
Debbie D. Trotter
3009 James Avenue
 Syracuse, NY 13202
DebbieDTrotter@rhyta.com
Contact:443-675-0026

To,
John V. Bottom
1742 Havanna Street
Greensboro, NC 27401
JohnVBottom@rhyta.com
Contact:336-346-2964

Date: March 19, 1985
Subject: Character Reference Letter for Scholarship

Dear: Sir or Dear Scholarship Committee,
I am writing to introduce and recommend Aimme for the Mitchell scholarship. Currently, I
am her Teacher at Princeton university and have had the opportunity to work closely with
him/her on various programs and activities both curricular and extracurricular. From the
very first day I met her, Aimme impressed me with her aptitude to learn, grasp and
articulate different concepts in and out of the classroom. Aimme ability to conceptualize
academic assignments and bring innovation to problem-solving has endeared her to me as I
now see her as a rising light in the field of literary appreciation and criticism which happens
to be her key area of interest.
It is my candid opinion that based on Aimme's sterling qualities, she is the right candidate
for your scholarship which normally should go to the student that possesses the highest
academic and leadership potential among the applicants. I reiterate with all sense of
responsibility that Aimme is an embodiment of all these qualities. I would also like to bring
to your knowledge that my student was the valedictory speaker at this year’s end-of-
academic year event. Not only was she is the class choice for speaker, but she was
instrumental in organizing the event. Aimme also has an excellent academic record which is
a testimony of her diligence in school work.
Finally, permit me to state here that Aimme is a mature, intelligent, and goal-oriented young
lad who, in my professional estimation, will be a valued addition to your community. I
support Aimme for this scholarship without any reservations. 
Be rest assured of my highest regards.
Thanks,
Yours truly
Debbie D. Trotter
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